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to give to him who should give judgment among them most
forthrightly."
The translation given seems to suit the Greek better
than the various others proposed. 6 p,ev eu^ero ttolvt*
can hardly, consistently with the usual meaning of
mean " he claimed the right to " atone in money instead of by
death or flight. On the other hand avaivero pjSev eAeVflai
can hardly mean " he denied having received anything ",
else the negative would be ov and not ju.^. What we have,
then, is not a mere dispute about a particular question of
fact, but a question of law of much more universal signifi-
cance, as perhaps the poet himself realized. It is not in the
interest of the community to have its warriors killed in
vendettas, and consequently the State intervenes in the
affairs of its subjects here much earlier than in most other
matters. Here we have probably the State, through its elders,
deliberating as to whether to enforce in this case the accept-
ance of a wergild, as in a case of accidental or more or less
justifiable homicide, or whether to consider this a wilful
murder, in which case the law of private vengeance and blood
for blood must take its course. The " two talents of gold "
that lie by are certainly not the wergild itself; the sum is
far too small, less than the value of a good slave.1 The Homeric
talent is a small unit, perhaps the Levantine shekel. The
sum, one talent put down probably by each litigant, is
probably a court-fee, to be given perhaps by acclamation to
the author of the sagest decision among the judges.
Another early practice, which Aristotle calls a " foolish
old law ", is also best explained as the state's method of
checking private family-war—that of compurgation* At
Kyme in Aiolis, we hear,2 if a man were accused of murder,
then, if the accuser produced a specified number of
" witnesses " of his own family, the accused was held guilty.
The system may not have worked out badly in a close-knit
society where the divine anger against perjury was really
1 II. xxiii, 263 ff., where a well-trained woman slave (ajtifyiova epya ISvlav)
and a large three-legged bowl make up the first prize, and two talents of gold
the fourth prize,	a PQlitics, 1269 &.*

